Introduction
With the increase in the application of new experimental tools and new material synthesis techniques to nano/microsystems, multiscale material modeling has emerged as a significant approach in computational materials research. To date, however, progress has been very slow. Despite widespread interest and efforts, major challenges exist for the simulation of nano/microscale systems over a realistic range of time, length, temperature as well as in multiple physical conditions and environments. The most formidable challenge that arises in such concurrent multiscale modeling is interfacing molecular dynamics with continuum mechanics ͓1͔. Fundamentally, this is because continuum mechanics does not represent the dynamics of atomistic systems.
The past few decades have seen the explosive growth of interest in theory and modeling of nanoscale, microscale, and multiscale material behavior. To begin with, the handshaking method ͓2-6͔ is a pioneering work, which incorporates the coupling of a tightbinding quantum mechanics approximation, molecular dynamics ͑MD͒, and finite element ͑FE͒ continuum model. In this method, there is a "handshake" domain where the MD model and the continuum model coexist with averaged Hamiltonian. One of unsolved problems with this method, which combines several theoretical descriptions, is phonon scattering and wave reflection at the artificially created interfaces between atomic models and continuum models. Cai et al. ͓7͔ introduced a condensation approach to minimize boundary wave reflection. Wagner and Liu ͓8͔ developed a bridging-scale method in which the molecular displacements are decomposed into fine and coarse scales throughout the domain. To and Li ͓9͔ proposed to combine the bridging-scale method with the perfectly-matched-layer method to eliminate the spurious reflections by matching the impedance at the atomistic/ continuum interface. A heterogeneous multiscale method has been developed by E and Huang ͓10,11͔ and Li and E ͓12͔. It is based on the concept that both the atomistic and the continuum models are formulated in the form of conservation laws of mass, momentum, and energy. More details can be found in a review article ͓13͔. In the bridging-domain method, the continuum and molecular domains are overlapped in a bridging subdomain where the Hamiltonian is taken to be a linear combination of the continuum and molecular Hamiltonian ͓14,15͔. The compatibility in the bridging domain is enforced by Lagrange multipliers or by the augmented Lagrangian method. The quasicontinuum ͑QC͒ method ͓16͔ has been used to study a variety of fundamental aspects of deformation in crystalline solids. In the QC method, a crystalline solid is discretized into a set of nodes. There are a group of atoms embedded within each node. The governing equations of classical continuum mechanics are then solved at the continuum level to obtain the deformation gradient of each node. Based on the deformation gradient, the positions of atoms within the nodes are determined by Cauchy-Born rule.
Generally speaking, in all those abovementioned coupled methods, the idea is to use a fully atomistic description in one region of the material and a continuum description in other regions. The detailed treatment of the material in the "transition region" or boundary between the atomistic and continuum regions is a critical aspect of such approach. Curtin and Miller ͓17͔ gave a review of these methods and noted that a unified and formal theory of the transition region that allows quantifiable error bounds to be established does not yet exist.
It is worthwhile to note that the well-established microcontinuum field theory developed by Eringen and Suhubi ͓18͔, which can be considered as the most successful top-down microscale model. The fundamental difference between the microcontinuum field theory and the classical continuum mechanics is that the former are continuum models embedded with microstructure for the purpose of capturing the microscopic motion and deformation. Micromorphic theory treats a material as a continuous collection of deformable particles, each particle possessing a finite size and inner structure ͓19,20͔. Chen et al. ͓21͔ examined the physical foundation of those microcontiuum theories from the viewpoint of phonon dispersion relations. Irving and Kirkwood ͓22͔ and Hardy ͓23͔ established the link between atomistic models to classical continuum description based on statistical mechanics. Following the same approach, Chen and Lee ͓24,25͔ provided a connection between molecular dynamics and micromorphic theory.
In a series of theoretical papers, AFT has been constructed by Chen and Lee ͓26,27͔, Chen et al. ͓28-30͔, and Lee et al. ͓31͔ for concurrent atomistic/continuum modeling of materials/systems. Continuous local densities of fundamental physical quantities in atomistic systems are derived. By decomposing atomic motion/ deformation into homogeneous lattice motion/deformation and inhomogeneous internal atomic motion/deformation and also decomposing momentum flux and heat flux into homogeneous and inhomogeneous parts, field description of conservation laws at atomic scale has been formulated. As a result of the formulation, a field representation of atomic many-body dynamics is obtained and time-interval averaged quantities can be solved. Since the conservation equations obtained are valid at atomic scale, the field theory can reproduce time-interval averaged atomic trajectories and can be used to investigate phenomena and properties that originated at atomic scale.
The outline of this paper is as follows: In Sec. 2, we briefly introduce this atomistic field theory. Although AFT is based on atomic many-body dynamics, we end up with a continuum field theory. Therefore, in Sec. 3, we do a finite element formulation for AFT. In the Sec. 4, we present the numerical results of wave propagation to demonstrate the characteristics and the advantages of AFT and its numerical algorithm. We conclude this paper with a brief summary and discussion in Sec. 5.
Atomistic Field Theory
Note that a crystalline material is distinguished from other states of matter by a periodic arrangement of the atoms. Following the concepts of classical statistical mechanical approach or the existing formulations that describe the link between phase space functions and physical space functions ͓23͔, AFT views a crystalline material as a continuous collection of lattice cells while situated within each lattice cell is a group of discrete atoms. From this viewpoint, a more general link between any phase space function A͑r , p͒ and the corresponding local density function a͑x , y ␣ , t͒ was developed by Chen ͓32͔ as a͑x,y
Here, the superscript k refers to the th atom in the kth unit cell; R k is the position of the mass center of the kth unit cell, ⌬r k is the atomic position of the th atom relative to the mass center of the kth unit cell, N l is the total number of unit cells in the system, and N a is the number of atoms in a unit cell.
The first delta function in Eq. ͑1͒ is a localization function. It can be a Dirac ␦-function ͓22͔ or a distribution function ͓23͔. The field descriptions of the conservation equations and the constitutive relations have been proved to be independent of the choices of the localization function ͓26,27͔. The second delta function in Eq. ͑1͒ is the Kronecker delta, which identifies y ␣ to ⌬r k␣ . The time evolution of physical quantities in this multiscale field theory can be expressed as
When a͑x , y ␣ , t͒ is the local density of a conserved quantity, then Eq. ͑4͒ represents the corresponding balance law. Most current MD applications involve systems either in equilibrium or in some time-independent stationary state where individual results are subjected to fluctuation. Thus, it is the welldefined averages over sufficiently long time intervals that are of interest. To smooth out the results and to obtain results close to experiments, measurements of physical quantities are necessary to be collected and averaged over finite time duration. Therefore, the time-interval averaged quantities are required to derive the field description of atomic quantities and conservation of balance equations. Here, the time-interval averaged local density function takes the form
By means of Eq. ͑5͒, the time-interval averaged local density quantities, such as mass density ␣ , linear momentum density ␣ ͑v + ⌬v ␣ ͒, interatomic force density f ␣ , external force density ␣ , the homogeneous part t ␣ and inhomogeneous part ␣ of stress tensor, internal energy density ␣ ē ␣ , the homogeneous part q ␣ and inhomogeneous part j ␣ of heat flux, heat source h ␣ , and temperature T ␣ , are defined as
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where Ṽ k = V k − ͑v + ⌬v ͒ is the difference between phase space velocity and local physical space velocity, U k is the potential energy of kth atom, U = ͚ k=1 N l ͚ =1 N a U k is the total potential energy, k B is the Boltzmann constant, ⌬V is the volume of unit cell, and
Following Eq. ͑4͒, as exact consequences of Newton's second laws, we have the time evolution of conserved quantities, Eqs. ͑6͒, ͑7͒, and ͑12͒, as ͑more details in Ref.
It is worthwhile to note that, with the atomistic definitions of interatomic force and the potential parts of the atomic stresses, one has ͓26͔
Similarly, we have the relationships between temperature and kinetic stresses ͓29͔
where
In the case of "one-way coupling" with temperature and electromagnetic fields, the temperature and electromagnetic fields are given as functions of space and time. Then the relevant governing equations are just the balance law for linear momentum, i.e.,
where f temp ␣ ͑x , t͒ is the force density due to temperature.
Finite Element Formulation
Consider the specimen as a multiphase material system, which consists of several different kinds of single crystals. There are N g nonoverlapping distinct single crystals; each may be referred to as a grain. For Kth single crystal, each unit cell has N a ͑K͒ atoms.
For material systems that involve pair atomic interactions, the average internal force density can be expressed as
Using the following notations:
A͑xЈ,t;L͒d⍀ L ͑xЈ,t͒ ͑26͒ now the weak form, based on Eq. ͑24͒, can be shown as
Through the shape functions
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Then the weak form, Eq. ͑27͒, can be rewritten as
Then, we have
By means of numerical integrations such as Gauss integration or nodal integration, Eqs. ͑32͒-͑34͒ can be evaluated. It is noticed that the mass matrix obtained from Gauss integration is symmetric but not diagonal. Compared with Gauss integration scheme, nodal integration scheme has a diagonal mass matrix, thereby leading to a less complex and more efficient procedure. In this paper, nodal integration scheme is implemented and the central difference method is utilized to solve the governing Eq. ͑31͒.
Numerical Examples
In this paper, for the ionic MgO crystal ͑Fig. 1͒, the internal potential employed is the combination of the long range electrostatic Coulomb potential and the short range Buckingham potential with the material parameter from literature ͓33͔. Atomic units are used through the whole paper.
Verification.
A small MgO specimen ͑2a ϫ 2a ϫ 120a , a = 7.9368 bohrs͒ is constructed as three different models illustrated in Fig. 2 . The first one has 2 ϫ 2 ϫ 120 eight-node elements, labeled as C-C in which the size of each element is equal to that of unit cell; the second one is completely occupied by 8712 atoms, labeled as A-A; the third one is modeled by 2 ϫ 2 ϫ 60 elements and 4356 atoms, labeled as A-C. The system is assumed to be at rest after a period of relaxation time. Since elastic distortion gives rise to wave propagation of both acoustic and optic types in any multi-atoms lattices, we define the central displacement ũ and the relative displacement û of a unit cell as the measures of acoustic and optic motions, respectively, ͑see Fig. 1͒ ũ
Here, we give two types of boundary conditions: where "+" is for ␣ =3,4,7,8; "Ϫ" is for ␣ =1,2,5,6.
Before the simulation of the three different models, we expect that the results should be exactly the same. Indeed, the three plots in Fig. 3 are exactly the same, indicating that the continuum model is actually a limiting case equivalent to an atomic model. When the finest mesh is used, AFT becomes identical to MD simulation. In these figures, the blue line represents the input wave, others represent wave motions with time at three different points L2͑a , a ,30a͒, L3͑a , a ,60a͒, and L4͑a , a ,90a͒. It is observed in Fig. 3͑c͒ that there is no wave reflection happening at the interface between the atomic region and the continuum region. Unlike many other existing concurrent atomic/continuum theories, at the interface, we never use any special treatment, such as handshaking, bridging, transition regions, because we consider full interaction among atoms in both continuum and atomic regions. It is clearly seen that wave arrives at points L2, L3, and L4 at different times as expected. It is also seen that wave reflected with opposite sign when it hit the boundary at ͑a , a , 120a͒.
For the case of optic wave input, Eqs. ͑39͒ and ͑40͒, the relative displacement and central displacements at point L2 are plotted as functions of time in Figs. 4͑a͒ and 4͑b͒ , respectively. It is seen that the magnitude of acoustic wave is much larger than that of optic wave. It is emphasized that the ability to display an optic mode and the propagation of optic wave are the characteristics of AFT.
Wave Propagation Through Interfaces.
Before we talk about the wave propagation, including reflection, at the interfaces using AFT, let us take a look at wave propagation through nonuniform FE mesh using classical continuum mechanics. A specimen ͑2l ϫ 2l ϫ 120l , l = 0.8 m͒ is modeled with two different FE meshes. The first one ͑model I͒ is a uniform mesh consisting of 2 ϫ 2 ϫ 120 elements, illustrated in Fig. 5͑a͒ and the second one ͑model II͒ has one interface at z =90l as illustrated in Fig. 5͑b͒ . The boundary conditions are specified as Figure 6 shows the responses for point L1͑l , l ,0͒, point L2͑l , l ,60l͒, and point L3͑l , l ,90l͒ in model I under two different input waves with: ͑1͒ low frequency = 250 and ͑2͒ high frequency = 2000. It is clearly seen that the wave passes through Transactions of the ASME the whole specimen when = 250. But for the case of high frequency, = 2000, practically speaking, no wave can pass through. Figure 7 shows the responses of model I and model II under = 1000. In Fig. 7͑a͒ , it is seen that the magnitude of point L3 is almost equal to that of the input wave but from Fig.  7͑b͒ , the magnitude of point L3 is much smaller than that of the input wave, indicating that the interface between meshes with different sizes acts like a screen, which prevents at least part of the wave from passing through. Actually, this is a well-known phenomenon that wave reflection happens when nonuniform mesh is used in the classical FE analysis. In short, an assemblage with larger elements gives a smaller cutoff frequency in FE analysis. Therefore, for a wave with a frequency greater than the cutoff frequency of a FE model, the interface will reduce the magnitude of the passing through wave ͓15,34͔.
To illustrate the problem of wave propagation and reflection using AFT, an A-A model and A-C model ͑2a ϫ 2a ϫ 150a , a = 7.9368 bohrs͒ for wave propagation in MgO are schematically illustrated in Fig. 8͑a͒ ; the A-A model consists of 10,872 atoms and the A-C model consists of 2,232 atoms and 120 3D eight-node finite elements. Figures 8͑b͒ and 8͑c͒ show the boundary conditions and the loading history, respectively. Figure 9 shows the numerical procedures to calculate the interatomic force between any two atoms in AFT. The key lies in the way that these forces are dealt with in continuum region. We assume that a unit cell is situated at each node in the continuum region. The force between any two atoms in the atomic region is treated exactly the same way as in MD simulation. In the continuum region, the force between any two atoms in different or same finite element should be distributed to all the nodes of the 
which means the nodal force acting on the ␣th atom in the corresponding th node is
And it is noticed that ⌽ ͑x͒ is corresponding to ⌽ kK , ⌽ kL , ⌽ kM , ⌽ kN as an example shown in Fig. 9 . Figures 10 and 11 show the responses for point L1͑a , a ,0͒, point L2͑a , a ,20a͒, and point L3͑a , a ,70a͒ in A-A model and in A-C model under the compressive impulsive loading, respectively. It is clearly seen that the wave passes through the whole specimen and reflects from the boundary at z = 150a in both models. From the comparison between Figs. 10 and 11, it is noticed that the responses in both A-A model and A-C model are almost the same; in other words, the wave in A-C model passes through the atomistic/continuum interface with negligible reflection. Figure 12 shows the contour plots of the z-displacement of the wave propagation. Please pay attention to that the red color indicates positive z-displacement and the blue color indicates negative z-displacement because the reflected wave has sign changed. It is observed that due to the compressive impulsive loading, wave originated from one end of the specimen, propagated through the specimen, and then reflected at the other end of the specimen as expected.
Summary and Discussions
We have briefly presented an atomistic field theory and its corresponding finite element implementation for multiphase material systems. Numerical simulations of single crystal MgO are per- Transactions of the ASME formed to demonstrate the capability and robustness of AFT. The major findings of this work are summarized as follows:
͑1͒ Although this theory is a continuum theory, from the governing equation, it is noticed that the atomistic information has been naturally built in. ͑2͒ Elastic distortion gives rise to wave propagation of both acoustic and optic types in any multi-atoms lattices. It is seen that this theory has the capability to include both acoustic and optic waves. ͑3͒ This theory can be naturally reduced to MD simulation when the size of FE mesh is equal to that of unit cell. ͑4͒ The phenomena of wave reflection at the interface have been observed in classical FE analysis. In this work, AFT has been proved to be effective in reducing artificial interfacial reflections in dynamical simulations without any special numerical treatment.
